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al- merzebanis criticism of jarir and al-farzdeg:presentaion and 

evaluation 

      KHALID FAITAL MORSHID AL-MTRADY AL-SOLAMY 

Abstract 

The Title of This study is the Objections of Al-merzebani to Jarir 

and Al-farazdag (Review and evaluation), have paved the study 

definition Al- Merzebani and writings, and the image of literary 

criticism in his day, and defined by typing: Muashah: weakness 

scientists to poets in several kinds of hair industry ", then the study 

were first presented to the weakness Al- Merzebani epixtech 

meanings: his way of spinning and Alchbeb, and praise, and 

exaggerations far, in describing the appeal, and in the pride 

Bakovernm, then the weakness Al- Merzebani Al-Farazdag in 

grammatical errors: to drag the right lifting,  responded to the right 

to delete, and sympathetic to lifting Mansoob, and after the draft 

(even) appeal, and the word "jam" between the masculine and 

feminine, the collection of "active" on "the actors", then the 

weakness Al- Merzebani   Al-Farazdag in plagiarism of the poets: 

Almtelmus and genius Thubiani, Thi-Romma, and Achammrdl 

Alerbuai, and the beautiful Buthaina, Shepherd Nimeiri and more 

familiar to Abdi, Ebn Mayada, and other poets, and finally in thefts 

Al-Farazdag general, then offered to study after that to the 

weakness Al- Merzebani Jarir in rhymes, and meanings, such as: 

letter of caliphs and princes, and his way with his lover, and the 

expression of their feet, and dumping in the description, and that 

something wrong was ordered, and the reprieve from his fathers to 

his uncles, saying: best before the bad, and then comment Shaikh 

Bani forbidden it, and touched on the study of the weakness Al- 

Merzebani  to Jarir in the composition and formulation, wrong 
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partition, and knowledge of places, and then steal Jarir House is not 

known writer, Beyond the critical study of these things that have 

taken on Al- Merzebani   Al-Farazdag and Jarir, said the 

advantages of epixtech and Jarir. 


